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Three sites with wet-pipe systems



Bruton Heights Wallace Collections   
Building



















We had Problems

• Smelly, slimy, chunky discharge 
when pipes were opened 

• Delayed Trip Times



We had Problems

Localized Repairs



We had Problems

Pin-holes in pipes



We had Problems

Corrosion evident on pipes and at joints



We had Problems
Leaks 



Corrosion can lead to failure

• Pipe walls thin 
• Holes develop
• Joints fail
• Valves fail
• Heads or pipe can be blocked





Roll grooves trap water



Inspection



“Dry” Pipe after

• 3 months • 7 years



MIC (Microbiologically 
Influenced Corrosion)

• Block pipe or heads

• Accelerate Corrosion



What are our options?

•Salvage and treat the existing dry-pipe 
system then convert it to a wet-pipe 
system

•Complete removal and replacement –
which type of  fire suppression?



Options

• Mist: not tested in the field long enough
• Gas: spaces are too large 
• Pre-action: complicated equipment
• All of  the above are very expensive and don’t 

have the history of  reliability we require.



Why Wet Pipe?
•Simple equipment 
and maintenance

•Field-tested and 
proven in over 100 
years of  use

•Immediate local 
response

•Less water pressure 
than fire hoses



Why Wet Pipe?

• Eutectic metal link (a.k.a. fusible link) heads
• Extremely low rate of  failure
• Water flow and smoke alarms in place



Why Wet Pipe?

Rigorous testing protocol prevents leaks:

• 40 psi air for 24 hours
• 200 psi water for 2 hours
• System is maintained under 55-60 psi



Compact and Dense Storage
• More sprinkler heads (water) needed
• Space between units is 

necessary



Sprinkler Heads in Exhibit Cases
• Design and construction materials may 

dictate this  requirement.





•Documentation
•Maintenance
•Testing

Reliability



Zones based on Building Use

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide 34 If possible, the design (into zones) of a fire suppression system should consider building use, not necessarily an easily laid out grid. Again, this is a time for conversation between all of the invested parties. Eventual required shutdowns for maintenance, repair, or construction require careful coordination. A system design that fits with the use of the building makes this a bit less painful. In the same way that we asked our architects to design our new gallery spaces so that we could close any one without eliminating access to others, ask your fire suppression team to make sure that the zones will respect the way that you plan to operate the building.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide 35Of course when we understood the rationale for sprinkler heads within our existing exhibit cases we proceeded to design cases that would not require sprinkler heads in the Folk Art building. This is definitely a time when conversations between parties are in order – a discussion between your fire protection engineer and the exhibit designer, curator and conservator may allow everyone to accomplish their goals in a simple and safe manner. Designing cases as “furniture” instead of built-in was a simple fix. These beautiful new cases in our textile gallery do not have sprinkler heads in them, nor will they be a conduit for fire to spread.Also, A caution: These sprinkler heads are concealed by factory painted covers. They should never be painted following installation, as this would change the way they respond to heat and will void the manufacturer’s warranty. This information is printed inside the cover, and therefore might not be relayed to exhibit prep staff.
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